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ABSTRACT
Perhaps the best-known numbers within the communication field are those that claim the total meaning of a message is “7 percent verbal, 38 percent vocal, and 55 percent facial.” Despite the fact that this finding is derived from two 1967 studies with serious methodological limitations, these percentages have appeared in a wide variety of communication textbooks. This study takes the investigation a step further, beyond the academic environment, to determine if the 7-38-55 “formula” has now become the equivalent of an “urban legend” about communication in our society-at-large. Overall, this article finds that the formula in question has been widely disseminated across the Internet, and in ways that show little or no understanding of the research that generated these numbers. Given the widespread ignorance reflected in how these numbers are used—and abused—we as communication educators must consider how we should respond and what we can do to correct such misperceptions.

But the truth is, we all have those things that we know about ourselves and those things determine the outcomes of our life. And it comes when the pressure is on. You are going for that job interview. And if your personal truth is, I’m not as smart as these people, I’m not as good as these other applicants. This isn’t me. That’s gonna come out because 93 percent of your communications are nonverbal. So your personal truth is going to scream who you really believe you are.

Dr. Phil McGraw on CNN Larry King Live, 5/26/02

In an article published a decade ago (Lapakko, 1997), I examined one of the most widely-cited academic studies in our field: the research on nonverbal messages conducted by Albert Mehrabian and colleagues in 1967 (Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967; Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967). Out of this research came, arguably, the best-known set of numbers within the discipline: the idea that the total meaning in a message is “7 percent verbal, 38 percent vocal, and 55 percent facial.” Indeed, in this 1997 Communication Education article, I tried to identify the many sorts of textbooks that have included the 7-38-55 “formula.” As I demonstrated, these numbers can be found in our textbooks in public speaking, interpersonal communication, small group communication, persuasion, organizational communication, and intercultural communication (Lapakko, 1997).
However, despite the wide dissemination of these numbers, it is clear that this line of research has received considerably more attention—and more credence—than it could possibly warrant. As Burgoon (1985) contends, “A much-repeated estimate in the popular literature is that 93 percent of the meaning in an exchange comes from nonverbal cues, leaving only 7 percent to be carried by the verbal utterance . . . Unfortunately, this estimate is based on faulty analysis . . . .” (p. 346). As I observed (Lapakko, 1997), the subjects in the main study by Mehrabian and Ferris (1967) were limited to 37 female psychology majors, and the language prompt was limited to but one word (the word “maybe”), making the role of language in this laboratory experiment largely irrelevant by design. Further, the numbers themselves are actually derived from two studies; neither study simultaneously compared the verbal, vocal, and facial channels. Also, as Hegstrom (1979) observes, “A formula such as Mehrabian’s gives the impression that more is known about the relative contributions of the various channels of communication than in fact is known. It is misleading to use this kind of information as support for the importance of nonverbal communication ‘in general’ when no external validity has been demonstrated. The repetition of this and other formulas only muddies the theoretical water” (p. 135).

Finally, I cited a personal correspondence with Albert Mehrabian in which he himself believes his research has often been misinterpreted and misrepresented. As he stated, “My findings are often misquoted . . . Clearly, it is absurd to imply or suggest that the verbal portion of all communication constitutes only 7% of the message. Suppose I want to tell you that the eraser you are looking for is in the second right-hand drawer of my desk in my third floor office. How could anyone contend that the verbal part of this message is only 7% of the message?” (Mehrabian, 1995, as cited in Lapakko, 1997, p. 65). Therefore, for all of these reasons, I must take the presumptive stance that the Mehrabian research has been widely misinterpreted, and because of its limitations, any broad-based conclusions about the nature of communication simply cannot be derived from it.

Unfortunately, knowing that the Mehrabian research has serious deficiencies and limitations has not stopped the rest of the world from picking up these wonderfully precise numbers. As I suggested in 1997, the allure of this study is that it reduces the complex world of communication into a tidy and precise formula. At some point in the past, these concerns were essentially “quarantined” within academe—that is, confined to our own textbooks—but the academic world does interface with the larger world. What began as a fraudulent set of numbers in our instructional material has now become the equivalent of an “urban legend” within popular culture. The main goal of this paper—in essence, the research question—is to determine how far and in what ways this urban legend has spread, and to consider what lessons we should take away from this situation.

One might ask why there is even a need to document the wide dissemination of such “misinformation.” As discussed later in more detail, it strikes me as an important issue for several reasons. First, in the most general sense, we need to appreciate how “polluted” our information stream has become with the advent of the Internet in particular. Never in the history
of humanity has so much data been disseminated in such volume and detail, with such lightning speed, and at times, with such recklessness; this paper is merely a case study of how that revolution relates to our discipline. Second, we need to consider how the academic world can and should deal with the larger world when it comes to explaining academic research: when misinformation is spread through hundreds or even thousands of websites, what can we possibly do to stem the tide? And third, as communication educators, we have an obligation to be concerned about how our research findings are used in the “real world.” Within the academic community, concerns about how the public interprets our work should not be limited to “life and death” issues such as nuclear technology or global warming or stem cell research. As communication educators, we need to be aware of how our own research is interpreted by the general public and how we can help shape those interpretations. Indeed, if an accurate understanding of communication research is not a concern of ours, it becomes a tacit admission that what we are investigating is largely irrelevant to human life—that what other people think, know, or think they know about communication doesn’t really matter. Not surprisingly, I resist that notion.

Method

To determine in what ways the research by Mehrabian and associates has become part of the larger culture’s understanding of communication, the Google search engine was employed. Specifically, I conducted a Google search using the key words “communication 93 percent nonverbal”; all such data were retrieved on January 5, 2007. These search parameters resulted in more than 263,000 “hits.” I chose to more carefully examine the first 100, performing a content analysis of the various sites using the criteria included below.

Results

Relevance of the Sites to This Study

Of the 100 sites visited using the search parameters above, seven made no reference to the Mehrabian study or the 7-38-55 numbers, so they were excluded from further analysis. In addition, eight sites essentially appeared twice in the first 100 listed, so these eight “duplicates” were also eliminated from further analysis. Finally, I decided to eliminate six sites that were not readily accessible to public access because they involved some type of subscription or registration requirement. Therefore, a total of 79 relevant sites became the focus of this investigation (See Appendix for a complete list of the sites).

Nature of the Relevant Sites

The remaining 79 sites—those which did make reference to the Mehrabian numbers and
were readily accessible to public access—are difficult to neatly categorize. Some were connected to educational institutions—e.g., the MIT Careers Office, Continuing Education at Loyola University, or the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute’s Advising and Learning Assistance Center. Others were sites created by consultants—e.g., Mary Devlin Associates, Ginny Pulos Communications, Inc., DASH Consulting, and Karl Buhl Consulting. Other sites were affiliated with newspapers—e.g., the Chicago Tribune, the Baltimore Daily Record, or the Pahrump Valley Times. Some sites appeared to be private websites created for unspecified reasons—e.g., the Center for Nonverbal Studies, Roundstone International, and SixWise.com. One is also struck by the vast range and nature of these hits: difficult-to-categorize sites which provide the Mehrabian numbers include websites for the Sweet Adelines International, Lowe’s Commercial Services, Goliath Knowledge on Demand, the ClickZ Network, Designed Thinking Seminars, and 40Plus of Greater Washington.

Orientation of the Sites

Of the 79 sites which did include a reference to communication being 93% nonverbal, only four actually took issue with the numbers derived from this research or questioned them in any way. For example, one source (Chapman, 2007) states that Mehrabian’s research “is arguably on occasions applied in an overly simplistic or indiscriminate manner . . . . Style, expression, tone, facial expression, and body language in Mehrabian’s experiments did indeed account for 93% of the meaning inferred by people in the study. But this is not a general rule that you can transfer to any given communications situation.” However, such skepticism was difficult to find; the remaining 75 websites all simply passed along the numbers as being implicitly “correct.” These 75 sites provided the 7-38-55 numbers as “facts,” often with a fair amount of gusto. For example, one site (Beedon, 2005) states that “A staggering 93 percent of our communication is reported to be nonverbal.” Another site (Eisenberg, 2001) takes the Mehrabian formula so seriously that it notes, if you are sending an email, that “You have to do 100 percent of the work with only 7 percent of the resources.” Another (Barnathan, 2006) not only includes the numbers, but boldly adds “Almost 33 years later, that study has yet to be disproved.”

Identification of the Source

In 16 of the 79 websites (20%), Albert Mehrabian was identified as the source for these numbers. More commonly, in 34 of the 79 websites (43%), the references to the source of these numbers were much more indefinite, including:
- “one study at UCLA” (8)
- “a classic UCLA study” (1)
- “a study of communication” (6)
- “one study done in the United States” (1)
Types of Evidentiary Distortion

Let us first keep in mind the focus of Mehrabian’s research. According to Mehrabian himself (Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967), the purpose of his research was to “find out how well people can judge the feelings of others” (p. 250). And in a personal correspondence (A. Mehrabian, personal communication, September 21, 1995), he confirmed this goal when he wrote, “Please remember that all my findings on inconsistent or redundant communications deal with communications of FEELINGS AND ATTITUDES.” So, it has never been Mehrabian’s conclusion that communication in general conforms to the 7-38-55 proportions; rather, he only believes it is applicable within the realm of interpreting the affect or emotional state of others. With this foundation established, we can now see whether his original research is viewed within this more narrow realm, or as a truism about communication in general.

Of the 79 sites referenced in this study, only one (Ragsdale, 2006) correctly described Mehrabian’s findings as involving the “emotional meaning” within communication. On the
other hand, some 63 of the 79 sites (80%) used the 7-38-55 numbers as a general statement about the overall nature of communication. Another two sites (2.5%) discussed the figures in terms of the “total impact” of a message. Nine sites (11%) said that 93% of “communication effectiveness” came from the nonverbal message. One site stated that 93% of “a person’s attitude” is nonverbal, while another included the rather odd statement that “most of us believe 93% of what we sense non-verbally and only 7% of what we hear spoken.” Three remaining sites could not be readily categorized in this manner.

Another form of distortion involved what types of nonverbal messages were part of Mehrabian’s original research. The 1967 studies were concerned with the verbal message, the vocal/paralinguistic message, and the facial message. But some sources in this sampling of websites went further—a chapter in a management text (Principles of Management, n.d.), for example, declares that the “other 93 percent includes vocal intonations, facial expressions, posture, and appearance.” Or, another source (Pigford, 2000) takes a similarly expansive view: “According to several communicationists, people receive 93 percent of the message through nonverbal communicators—gestures, voice qualities, posture, appearance, and body language” (p. 182). Finally, another site transformed Mehrabian’s research into the false context of memory. Yewman (2007) says this “classic 1971 study” showed “that when asked what they remembered about a speaker, . . . audience members indicated just 7 percent of their recall was verbal (what was said), but 38 percent of their recall was vocal (how it was said) and 55 percent was visual (the speaker’s body language and confidence).”

Taken as a whole, it seems reasonable to conclude that virtually all of the 79 websites were mistaken in their understanding of Mehrabian’s original research. Indeed, with one or two exceptions, it is highly unlikely that any of these “sources of information” traveled back to the Journal of Consulting Psychology or the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology to read the actual studies upon which they were relying.

**Limitations**

It is certainly worth noting that the sampling procedure in this study involved a type of convenience sample. First, it only made use of one electronic search engine, Google. Second, the research did not examine a wide variety of sources dealing with communication and randomly select certain ones for analysis with the Mehrabian study in mind. Rather, the objective was to locate only those electronic sources that dealt with the issue of communication being “93 percent nonverbal.” Therefore, one could argue that this study creates a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy by only finding sources that include the Mehrabian numbers. However, the specific goal was to determine how widely disseminated the 7-38-55 numbers are, so the search parameters employed seemed reasonable. Further, it should be stressed that of the 79 sites examined, 75 simply provided the Mehrabian formula without any qualification; this indicates that his research has achieved wide dissemination with little critical evaluation.
Discussion

To the extent that any academic discipline has the potential to educate the larger community, it is clear to me, in this case, that we have failed in our mission. Perhaps this matter pales in significance to global terrorism or nuclear proliferation, but it should nonetheless concern those of us in communication studies. If it does not, then we would be forced to ask, why are we even in this field to begin with? At some level, we have to be concerned when so-called “experts” repeatedly chant that communication is 93% nonverbal. What that number tells people is to pay little attention to the words they use, because words don’t really matter. For example, as suggested by the opening quotation from Dr. Phil, many of these sites are dealing with job interviews and suggest that applicants had better pay attention to their “nonverbals” or they will not be successful candidates, all the while offering no advice whatsoever about one’s words—because again, the words supposedly don’t matter. Is this really a formula for success? Couldn’t it result in tangible harm to people in their quest for employment? To put it bluntly, we have, over the past many years, been willing accomplices in spreading information that is simply incorrect and misleading. And we are now left with the reigning authority on communication in the early 21st century—Dr. Phil—telling Larry King that communication is 93% nonverbal. What are we to do?

As educators in the field, one thing that we can certainly do is contact people who use the 7-38-55 formula and treat it as the gospel. We need to let them know that they are in error. In fact, with Dr. Phil in mind, I personally went to his website and sent him a note that he is “just plain wrong” when he says that communication is 93% nonverbal. Somewhat surprisingly, I was contacted by the show’s producers, both by voice mail and email—they wanted to know if I was willing to debate Dr. Phil about this matter on the air! They asked, could I fly to Los Angeles on a particular date for a taping of the show? I readily agreed, but for some unknown reason, their initial enthusiasm was replaced by a very cold shoulder. I also sent a similar message to a local business communication columnist who used these numbers; I have no idea if she took my note to heart, but at least I felt as if I was doing something to help stamp out ignorance.

Perhaps our professional organizations could play a more active role in this type of dialogue as well. Although the National Communication Association has a wide variety of outreach initiatives within its own membership, perhaps NCA could play a more active role in communicating with the larger community. For example, recent findings from the New England Journal of Medicine are often cited in the popular press; such coverage does not happen by accident but can be cultivated.

Another obvious remedy to this type of misinformation is to be mindful of it in the textbooks that we adopt for our courses. Whenever I am looking at possible texts in interpersonal communication, public speaking, or intercultural communication, I make a point to see what has been written about nonverbal communication. If the 7-38-55 formula appears—especially if it appears without any critical analysis—I have been reluctant to seriously consider the book for classroom use. And I have gone out of my way in courses where nonverbal
messages are relevant to stress to my students that if they ever do encounter these numbers, they should take them with the proverbial grain of salt.

The Mehrabian research can also be used as an illuminating case study for introducing basic issues in critical thinking, communication theory, and social scientific research. From a critical thinking perspective, for example, one can ask students to consider a simple question: if the meaning in communication is in fact 93% nonverbal, what would be the point of learning a language? What possible purpose would it really serve? Then, with respect to “theory,” one can discuss with students whether they have been in situations where a pivotal component of the message did involve language; chances are they know full well the very real power of words to convey both ideas and feelings. In the realm of feelings—supposedly the focus of Mehraban’s research—words of both praise and shame can affect us all deeply, and our students must therefore learn to measure their language with care and appreciate its potential impact. From a social scientific perspective, the Mehrabian research can be the focal point for a discussion to determine what would be a more methodologically valid way to assess the relative importance of the verbal and the nonverbal message. Included in that discussion can be the question of whether it is even prudent to attempt to quantify the relative importance of the verbal and the nonverbal in the first place.

The relationship between popular culture and the academic world has a symbiotic dimension. Popular culture needs academic research to answer an endless number of important questions. For example, will taking a daily baby aspirin stave off a heart attack? Does genetic makeup lead people to a life of crime? Can a more favorable jury be chosen for a client using “scientific” principles? Is televised violence adversely affecting our kids? And, if I am in a job interview, do my words matter, or only my “nonverbals”? These are all questions where the academic community seeks to have a “real world outlet” for its findings, and an impact on the issues of the day. Within communication studies, we have the potential to make a difference on matters of substance, and we should find ways to enable it to happen—making sure, of course, that they “get it right” in the process.
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Author’s Note
Because of the transient nature of the Internet, some of the sources listed above may no longer be accessible.